THE ART OF COACHING

Playing fun
games to break
down barriers
and create fun
and energy

All work and no play
An extract from motivational fitness guru Dale Sidebottom's new book, "a surprising
guide to feeling more mindful, grateful and cheerful".
If I don’t know people I’m in a social
setting with, I will try to bring a touch of
unexpected fun and play into the situation.
The reason for this is simple. As soon
as those awkward barriers have been
broken down (and it may take me doing
something silly — or slightly embarrassing
— for this to happen) the remaining
people in the room, or in the situation,
feel safer about being themselves without
judgement.
A great example of this in action is when
I was in Kenya. This was some years ago
when I ran a two-day African conference for
teachers from all over the continent along
with a couple of international teachers. I
was pretty nervous.
One thing I am always starkly aware of
when I hold any international conference is
how thick my Australian accent can sound
— especially when I get excited and begin
to talk extremely fast. I still remember on
the first day (which was a Saturday) at the
International School of Kenya, around 30
teachers attended and when we finished I
was desperate for feedback before the next
day rolled around.
So, as the first session wrapped up, Mark,
who was a British teacher working in Kenya,
confirmed my suspicions when I asked
how he thought the day had gone. Great,
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but … ‘two teachers from different African
countries didn’t speak fantastic English …
and neither do you’. Ha! Although he had
told me they had all had a blast, it got me
thinking about how I could make sure I
built connections with the whole room and
avoided isolating anyone.
Later that evening, two of the Kenyan
teachers organised a meet-up in the middle
of Nairobi for drinks and dinner. This is
where I noticed that the two ladies who
didn’t understand me well during our session
were also having trouble joining in on the
conversation around the table. I identified
this as my chance to try something different
within a new setting. So, I decided to test an
array of different games with the group.

begin playing. I call this game ‘Bok Bok’
(although I’m sure it goes by a completely
different name elsewhere).
I started off as the ‘Chicken Master’ by
using both my hands to make a chickenlooking face. I used my thumbs and index
fingers to make two circles before using my
remaining fingers as feathers. I then had to
say ‘bok’ and signal using either my left or
right hand to indicate the direction I wanted
the ‘bok’ to go.

The first game I tried was ‘Buzz’, which
is a popular one many will be familiar with.
The essence of the game is to have everyone
form a circle and take turns counting
upwards from 1 aloud. If your number has a
7 in it or is a multiple of 7 (14, 21, 28, 35 and
so on), you replace the number with ‘buzz’.
This game didn’t land so well with the group
because it required too much ‘thinking’ and
not enough freedom, so I quickly changed
it up.
The second game I tried didn’t need
any instructions. The game’s ‘rules’ or
‘instructions’ become really clear once you
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Then, the person on either my left or right
side (depending on my instruction) had to
do the same thing: one ‘bok’ with the same
hand signal, unless they wanted to switch
the direction of the ‘boks’, in which case
they would have to say ‘bok bok’ while lifting
both hands to the sky! (This probably sounds
ridiculous and confusing if you have never
played it before.) While doing one action
and saying one or two syllables might sound
easy, it isn’t. It gets tricky to say the right
thing, at the right time and with the correct
actions. Although it’s sometimes challenging,
it’s incredibly entertaining. And at this point
of the evening, it was a huge hit and I was
elated to see that the two women who hadn’t
felt connected in our first session were joining
in and having a ball.
Our ‘Bok Bok’ game was so successful
and engaging that the following morning
(day 2 of the conference) the two attendees
whose English was limited took the lead by
unexpectedly saying ‘bok bok’ and starting
the game all over!
Now, no doubt their understanding of my
Australian accent/English didn’t improve
during that weekend, but our connection
improved noticeably. Every time I looked at
them, smiling, they would put both hands
on their eyes and say ‘bok bok’ as loudly as
possible. Everyone would laugh and smile.
And it was those play-based moments that
allowed us to transcend language, without
judgement, and form a really good bond.

To this day, I’m still in close contact with
many of those teachers, whose greatest
memory (of a 12-hour session) was that silly
game. Occasions like this prove to me the
importance of adult play. It allows us licence
to be ourselves. It helps demolish ‘walls’ in
the most tense and serious of environments.
And most importantly, it helps unite us more
than any language can. No matter what
country of the world you’re from, you can
bet your bottom dollar we’ll have a better

WE DON’T GROW OUT OF PLAY

Richard Cheetham, MBE, Senior Fellow in Sports Coaching
To ‘grow up’ and take on board the trappings and opportunities
that accompany being an adult, should we succumb to the
gradual abandonment of play as an integral, be it less frequent,
part of daily life?
I question whether the nourishment that play provided before
is no longer needed and the freedom, imagination, joy and
creativity are confined to memories of our younger days.
Adults are used to conforming to rules and regulations. In play,
rules are not set in stone — they can change from play to play,
and from player to player. With ‘busy’ seemingly being the latest
status symbol and feeling overwhelmed the new ‘normal’, has
there now become a clear separation where we regard play as
connected only to childhood and responsibility associated with adulthood?
There’s an increasing belief that a shift in formal education from a curriculum focused
on accomplishment, attainment and ‘hard work’ is valued at the expense of play, which
is pushed to the fringes and the bottom of adult agendas. It doesn’t count towards our
grades and it is not easily measurable. Academic competence in literacy and numeracy is
given priority over the powerful influence of play and the significant contribution it makes
to young children’s lives and their development.
Managed playtimes and supervised playgrounds where adults and adult rules are
the imposters should be replaced with a ‘Keep out — children at play’ sign on the
playground’s fence.
There is enough time for all that ‘order’ later in life when children become adults. This
time is precious for adults too as they remember their childhood — a memory that lifts the
corners of their mouths and lights up their eyes as they enjoy recollecting those moments.
Play should not be deemed a luxury available only to a few. Moreover, if children do not
learn to play as children, they are not likely to discover its value as adults.
Yet play needs adults. Children need adults as co-creators, as protectors of time, sharing
knowledge and experiences with children through play. The strength of connection that
comes through unstructured play is so important.
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chance of connecting and forming a bond
through a game or playful exercise than by
relying on you understanding my Aussie
slang!
Because I see the power of play so vividly
through what I do, it often leads me to
wonder why, as a society, we seem to think
we need to ‘grow up’ or ‘grow out of’ play.
When I discussed this with Richard
Cheetham MBE, he seemed to grapple with
the same questions and pondered why we
don’t seek the enjoyment of play in adult life
as much as we did throughout our childhood.
THIS EXTRACT was taken from Dale's book,
All Work No Play. To buy the book, go to
Amazon or any other good online bookstore.

DALE SIDEBOTTOM is the creator and
founder of Energetic Education and Jugar
Life, a movement that helps people bring play
back into their lives. A top-rated podcaster
and popular TEDx speaker, Dale empowers
individuals to move and learn in a fun way.
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